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My job to be in this country has been to learn as much about the West as I could and introduce the East as much as I could. So, my books are both a study of cultures and of hearts from both sides — introducing one to the other.

On Beyond the Great Mountains

*Beyond the Great Mountains* is a book to introduce not only the way the Chinese experience nature, but how the Chinese express nature by visual means.

The original design of the book was a scroll. And we all know that scrolls cannot be books. So, the closest thing to it is really an accordion format where the scroll is folded back and forth until it becomes sort of like a book.

When I created the picture of the mountain, I wanted the texture of the mountain to be rocklike, so I used bark paper. The clouds are made out of rice paper.

The book is actually meant to introduce Chinese characters by showing pictures that we recognize. The first one you see is the whole mountain, and it is being echoed by the Chinese symbol, “mountain.” The character that I use in the book is a red character that is maybe designed 2,500 years ago in China. That character is recognizable in the book as a modern painting.

And then as you turn the page, “Far to the east a vast fertile plain,” is where you introduce the East. You have the tree, and behind it is the sun rising — East.

*Beyond the Great Mountains* is a bridge so that you can actually appreciate Chinese characters by way of the modern art in the West.

On Folk Tales

Folk tales are a living art. The stories that I do in my books are my favorite stories. *Seven Blind Mice* is a book that has been attractive to me ever since I heard the story of the six blind men feeling the elephant, meaning that nobody really could know the whole truth.
I usually do a book like this [a dummy] for every book that I make. It’s much easier for me to put it together, instead of making a big book, so the editor and art director can see what I have in mind.

Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes is about a girl who is influenced by the atom bomb in Hiroshima; her story has been the symbol of peace since that time.

Lon Po Po is a story that I heard when I was small, but not until I came to this country and became a children’s book author did it occur to me that it was a Red Riding Hood story. When you tell a story, if you have to have evil forces, you want to find the symbol for it. The wolf is used for the evil force. And after the story is told, you have to go back to them and say, “Well, you know, thank you for taking this part,” and then life goes on.

On Peace
I think that real peace comes from oneself. You can put it out there. You can wear it on your shirt. You can put it on your license plate. You can stick anything on the car. But it’s still not your own peace. The only peace that you can have is yourself.
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